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6

Abstract7

SPIDER is the name of the first Exchange Traded Fund (ETF), introduced in 1993 in USA.8

After twenty years of its inception, Bangladesh is going to introduce this investment9

instrument at DSE soon. This article gives the readers a comprehensive idea about the origin,10

its differences with other related investment funds, its creation and redemption process, its11

usage to its investors, benefits, related risk factors, its evaluation factors and costs to the12

investors. ETF is a hybrid attractive investment instrument and possesses qualities of both the13

mutual fund and common stock. It avoids disadvantages such as lack of transparency, agency14

conflicts etc. of closed end mutual funds and takes the benefit of the flexibility of common15

stocks. For Bangladesh, where the structure of Stock Market lacks accountability, this sort of16

investment instrument which has transparency will bring confidence among the customers.17

The neighboring countries where it has been introduced has been successful. More can be18

stated regarding ETF in perspective of Bangladesh after its official introduction at DSE.19

20

Index terms— investors, benefits, related risk factors.21

1 Introduction22

t is almost twenty one years since the SPIDER is roaming at the world’s largest stock markets. Only recently it23
has caught the eyes of the stock market regulators of Bangladesh. At the end of the current year DSE is going24
to catch that roaming SPIDER. The experienced and well known investors have already understood what this25
SPIDER means. For those who have not understood what this word SPIDER means, this article is for them.26
SPIDER is the name of the first Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) which was introduced in 1993 to track S&P27
500 (SPDR-S&P 500 Depository Receipts). ETF is relatively new concept in comparison of other stock market28
instruments e.g. shares, mutual funds etc. As this is new to the investors of Bangladesh, there is little knowledge29
available to them regarding this lucrative and fast growing securities. This article describes this stock market30
instrument from the examples of its introduction in the other developed and developing countries. The readers31
of this will have a comprehensive idea regarding this stock market instruments, its difference from other related32
instruments (e.g. mutual fund, Closed-end funds, ETNs etc.), normal procedures of creation and redemption of33
ETF shares, its advantages and disadvantages, its usual buying and selling procedures, its evaluation and so on.34
This instrument is very fast growing and very popular among the investors in every country in which it has been35
introduced. Will it be that much attractive to the investors of Bangladesh? The nature of the stock exchanges36
here is very much different than that of the stock exchanges of other developed and developing countries. This37
article also tries to find the answer of that question.38

2 II.39

Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) Dhaka Stock Exchange has decided and is taking initiatives to issue Exchange40
Traded Fund (ETF) soon (Mufazzal, 2014). Now we need to know what this ETF is.41
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3 A) ETF AND OTHER INVESTMENT PRODUCTS

To simply think, ETF is a pooled investment vehicle like a mutual fund with shares that can be traded on a42
stock exchange throughout the day in a price which will be determined by the market. By a pooled investment43
vehicle it means that this instrument will pool the assets of multiple investors and invest those assets according44
to its investment objectives. Each share of this pooled fund will represent an undivided interest in the underlying45
assets of the fund(ICI, 2012).Most of the time ETFs are introduced to track the performance of any particular46
underlying index ??LYXOR, 2013). They are designed to be traded at a price that approximates the market47
value of their underlying assets. By investing in ETFs, the investors get the benefit of diversification just like an48
index fund (A type of mutual fund with a portfolio constructed to match or track the components of a market49
index )), along with the facilities related with a general common stock such as the ability to sell short, buy on50
margin and purchase as little as one share . Therefore, it can be stated that when the investors buy the shares51
of an ETF, they are buying the shares of a portfolio that tracks the yields and returns of the native index fund52
but the difference between the index fund and the ETF is that Index funds try to outperform or beat the market53
and the ETFs try to be the market (Nasdaq, 2005).54

3 a) ETF and Other Investment Products55

Now to understand more about ETF we have to identify the differences between ETF and other investment56
products.57

i. ETF and Mutual Fund More often ETF is considered as a mutual fund but it is not. There are some58
subtle differences between these two types of instruments. Mutual Funds are two types. One is open ended and59
the other is closed end mutual fund. Basically mutual fund means the open ended mutual but in the developed60
countries unlike Bangladesh. In mutual fund, shares can be bought or sold at the fund’s net asset value (NAV)61
which is calculated at the end of the day. Unlike this, ETFs can be bought or sold at any time of the day on a62
stock exchanged at a market determined price. Therefore, normally though ETF tracks an index and the ups and63
downs of that index will have influence over the price of an ETF share but the ups and downs of price of the shares64
of ETF will not have any effect over the index. In mutual funds the Asset Manager (Who has the mutual fund65
to invest in the stock market) are not bound to report the daily portfolio of the investment to the shareholders66
but the Authorized Participants (AP) are required to show the daily portfolio to the shareholders(ICI, 2012).67
There are other differences of mutual funds and ETF on the types of costs and tax implications of these two68
instruments.69

There are much more similarities between a Closed End Mutual Fund and an ETF. Both ETF and closed70
end mutual fund are traded on a stock exchange throughout the day. Therefore, in terms liquidity these two71
instruments provide the same benefit to the customers. Here the main difference between these two instruments72
is that closed end mutual funds are issued only at the initial stage of its life whereas ETF permits its Authorized73
Participants to create and redeem its shares on a daily basis. This enables ETF to move closely with the price74
of the assets underlying whereas the price of closed end mutual funds fluctuates and often remains different from75
the market value of their underlying assets.76

ii. ETF and Exchange Traded Notes (ETN) Though these two instruments sound like the same, there are some77
significant difference between them. ETNs are exchange-traded securities designed to provide investors with a78
return that corresponds to an index. Though this is also the main characteristics of an ETF, ETNs are different79
from ETFs in the sense that ETNs are promises to pay a specific return (normally the return corresponds to the80
index or benchmark minus a fee) which is unsecured whereas ETFs represent an interest in an underlying pool81
of assets thus, it is secured. This difference has three significant implications. One is that in ETNs the investors82
are exposed to credit risk. As it is a promise, if the issuer goes bankrupt, the investor is in the position as all the83
unsecured creditors of the issuer whereas the underlying assets of any ETF are kept separately from the assets of84
the APs. Therefore, if the AP goes bankrupt, the fund will continue to be managed by the other managers or will85
be liquidated and the shareholders will receive cash representing the value of his or her share of the underlying86
assets. Another implication is that as ETN is simply a promise, the yield will be precisely according to the87
movement of the tracking index but in case of ETF, it is a share of the pool of the assets it maintains thus it88
may or may not precisely reflect the performance of the underlying benchmark. The last implication is related89
with the concerning laws of these two instruments.90

iii. ETFs and Index Funds Both of these funds have a benchmark most of the time which is the stock market91
indices and both of these track the performances of those indices. But there are some delicate differences between92
these two. Kostovetsky(2003) has identified these differences by using three dimensions such as cost, size and93
timehorizen output. In comparison of cost index fund is more expensive than the ETFs as index funds incur some94
additional transaction costs through the brokerage house like Vangaurd or Schwab account (Forbes, 2013). ETFs95
provide more liquidity than the Index fund. The reason is that index funds are alike mutual funds and valued at96
the end of a day trading whereas the investors can buy and sell ETFs at anytime of a day. Another aspect is that97
in index funds the investors do not remain worried about dividends as the dividends get automatically reinvested.98
For ETFs the investors will get the return on the shares and they can invest the proceed according to the wish99
they have in their mind. ETFs are much more flexible than the index funds. ETFs are used as a good alternatives100
of the future contracts and the contractors enjoy the relief of not preparing any special documentation or special101
accounts. From these perspectives and benefits, passive institutional investors and active individual traders love102
ETFs and the passive individual investors love index funds.103
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4 III.104

5 ETF and its Past105

It has been only twenty years since ETF has been introduced in the stock markets whereas mutual fund, its close106
competitor, has a very long history starting from 1774. In that year a Dutch merchant invented world’s first close107
ended mutual fund. One and a half century later first open ended mutual fund has been introduced. ETF’s most108
close cousin Index Fund has also been started a lot earlier. In response to an academic research suggesting the109
advantages of passive investing, Wells Fargo and American National Bank both launched index mutual funds in110
1973 for institutional customers. Mutual fund legend John Bogle would follow a couple of years later, launching111
the first public index mutual fund on Dec. 31, 1975. This fund called the First Index Investment Trust, tracked112
the S&P 500 and started with just $11 million in assets (Simpson, 2013).113

”When was the first ETF introduced?” there is bit of argument regarding this issue. The website of114

6 Global Journal of Management and Business Research115

Volume XV Issue XI Version I Year ( )C116
supported by Morning Star (Davidson, 2012).But Simpson (2013) says that first real attempt of ETF was117

made in 1989 which was the launch of Index Participation Shares for the S&P 500 (Simpson, 2013). Whatever118
the first attempt was, it was not a long wait the first ETF began trading in January of 1993. The S&P 500119
Depository Receipt (called the SPDR or ”SPIDER” for short) was the first of its kind and is still one of the120
most actively-traded ETFs today. Although the first ETF launched in 1993, it took 15 more years to see the121
first actively-managed ETF to reach the market (Simpson, 2013).In 20 short years since their introduction in the122
United States, ETFs have taken the investment industry by storm. Today, U.S. ETF assets total more than $1.4123
trillion, invested in more than 1,440 ETFs (Source: Bloomberg.) (Vangaurd, 2013). The same effect has also been124
seen in the global economic environment. Figure 1 shows the impact ETF has made globally. The SPDR fund125
(pronounced ”spider”) -the very first ETF -tracks the Standard & Poor’s 500 stock index and is still the largest126
ETF on the market. With assets of around $58 billion, it is the granddaddy of all ETFs, accounting for about127
16% of all assets in the ETF market(WSJ, 2013).There were certain benefits of this new type of fund. There were128
no broker commission for trading this sort of fund (WSJ, 2013). That time the market was commission based129
and the brokers were keen to trade single stock instead of something by which the investors got a broad market130
exposure. ”The migration from the commission-based financial adviser to the fee-only financial adviser is a trend131
that is ongoing,” says Jim Ross, senior managing director of SSgA Funds Management at State Street Global132
Advisors. There were some other which triggered the booming of ETFs. ”Initially, the brokerage community133
wasn’t ready for ETFs -they were earning high commission rates then, and preferred to sell single stocks to their134
clients instead of something that got you broad exposure in one trade.”(WSJ, 2013). But now, many investors135
would rather pay a straight fee or percentage of assets for advice on their investments rather than per-trade136
commissions. And financial advisers have gotten more comfortable that they can use ETFs -perceived as a137
passive product -in an active environment(WSJ, 2013).According to Ross clients are paying financial advisers to138
allocate their assets and tell them when to reallocate, and advisers are looking for the best way to do that, which139
can be through ETFs. IV. How ETF’S Shares are Created and Redeemed ETF has not been in Bangladesh yet.140
Therefore, nothing specific can be told regarding the process of the creation and redemption of it. But the usual141
practice in the world market of this process is described here. ETF shares are created and redeemed by a special142
agent who is called ”Authorized Participants of AP”. They are usually the large stock broker dealer in a stock143
exchange. Each business day, ETF publishes a ”Creation Basket” -a list of names and quantities of securities144
held by the ETF. To create ETF shares, an AP provides the creation basket to the ETF and receives in return145
a ”Creation Unit”. Creation Unit usually a very large block of shares containing typically 50,000 shares. Under146
certain circumstances, the AP may provide cash in lieu of some or all of the securities in the creation basket147
along with a transaction fee to offset the cost to the ETF of acquiring the securities. Upon receiving the ETF148
shares, the AP may sell some or all of them in the secondary market. This whole process has been stated here149
from Investment Company Institute(2012).150

7 Figure 2 : Primary Structure Of Etf Shares151

A creation unit is liquidated when an AP returns the specified number of shares in the creation unit to the ETF,152
in exchange for the daily ”redemption basket” (a set of specific securities and other assets contained within the153
ETF’s portfolio), cash, or both. The composition of the redemption basket typically mirrors that of the creation154
basket. If the AP receives cash in lieu of securities, it will pay a transaction fee to offset the cost to the ETF of155
liquidating the securities(ICI, 2012).156

The creation and redemption process of ETF leaves an arbitrage opportunity for the APs. The creation and157
redemption mechanisms help ETF shares to trade at a price close to the market value of their underlying assets.158
When ETF shares begin to trade at a price that is higher than the market value of their underlying assets (at a159
”premium”), APs may find it profitable to create ETF shares by buying the underlying securities and exchanging160
them for ETF shares, and then sell those shares into the market. Similarly, when ETF shares begin to trade at161
a price lower than the market value of their underlying assets (at a ”discount”), APs may find it profitable to162
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13 A) OPERATING EXPENSES OF FUND

buy ETF shares in the secondary market and redeem them to the ETF in exchange for the underlying securities.163
These actions by APs, commonly described as ”arbitrage opportunities,” help to keep the market-determined164
price of an ETF’s shares close to the market value of their underlying assets (ICI, 2012). Figure 3 gives a simple165
structure of ETF.166

V.167

8 ETFS to the Investors168

Now that we have understood what ETF, how it differs from the other investment instruments and how it works,169
we can understand its usage to the investors. Individual investors can use ETFs to build a portfolio which risks170
are diversified across the whole market for the long term. ETFs can also be used to gain the market exposure171
to one particular asset class which underlie any particular index that the ETF tracks. The portfolio can also be172
built for the short term. Institutional investors and other traders may use the ETF in the same way. They may173
also use the ETFs for gaining a short term exposure of the whole market or any particular market or to hedge174
other investments in a portfolio. For an example, institutional investors like mutual funds or pension fund can175
invest in ETFs to obtain any interim to a particular market while gradually investing directly in that market.176
And this is possible as ETFs can be sold directly for cash in the stock market anytime throughout the day.177

In a word, ETFs provide both the institutional and individual investors the flexibility of going in or out of the178
market easily. This flexibility is more in ETFs than other such type of investment instruments because as most179
of the transactions of ETFs held in stock exchange, they do not affect the fund or the shareholders directly which180
means those trades do not represent any in and out of money from the fund and for this reason the authorized181
participants do not need to react by trading other securities. These reactive activities incur costs for the fund182
and as these activities are avoided the ETFs remain less expensive from other securities. The costs incurred in183
creation and redemption of ETFs are absorbed as APs do those transactions on an in-kind basis and try to absorb184
those costs with the transactions costs of the ETF’s underlying securities rather than with the fund itself. This185
is how ETFs gives the investors the cheapest financial services. Here a chart has been given (Figure -3) which186
illustrates the process of key benefits and the usage of ETFs to the investors.187

There are some other significant benefits of investing in ETF shares. The benefits ETFs stated in the above188
picture are similar to a mutual fund but the extent of those benefits for ETFs is very deep in terms of mutual189
funds. We all know how the investors get the above benefits from investing in ETFs. Along with the above190
benefits some other unique benefits are:191

9 a) Tax Efficiency192

It is said that ETFs are more tax efficient than the other investment instruments. This is not a hard and fast193
rule. There are some options which can be applied for getting the tax benefits from the investment of ETFs.194
Those options are low portfolio turnover strategies and in-kind redemptions. ETFs that do not employ those two195
options may not be more tax efficient than the mutual funds and in fact may be less efficient from the mutual196
funds that employ those two options(ICI, 2012).197

10 b) Transparency198

This is the benefit that ETF investors get and the investors of close ended mutual fund do not. Especially in199
the developing countries where the stock exchanges are less regulated, the asset managers of close ended mutual200
fund enjoys the facility of investing the fund in the securities they want. They are not required to express their201
portfolios on a daily basis to their investors. They are not also required to express any kind of bench mark by202
which the investors can predict the performance of the portfolio than has been constructed by their own money.203
Whereas the investors of ETF regularly get their update of their portfolios and as they know the bench mark or204
the asset underlying the ETF they can track and predict the performance of their investment.205

These benefits are the main reasons why this fund has accumulated almost half of the total value of the mutual206
fund across the world in a very short time.207

11 Global Journal of Management and Business Research208

12 Costs Associated with ETFS209

Along with the benefits ETFs also include some costs that the investors should be aware of. These are typical210
costs of investing in any EFT share. These costs may differ with the nature and environment of the stock211
exchange across the world.212

13 a) Operating Expenses of Fund213

Like mutual funds, ETFs charge fees to cover operating expenses, such as advisory services, administration, and214
recordkeeping, among other things. These fees are detailed in the fund’s summary prospectus and long-form215
prospectus, expressed as a percentage of fund assets paid annually. This percentage is commonly called an216
expense ratio.” ETFs typically have lower total expense ratios than retail share classes of comparable mutual217
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funds. Typical ETF administrative costs are lower than an actively managed fund, coming in less than .20% per218
annum, as opposed to the over 1% yearly cost of some mutual funds (Nasdaq, 2005).Even ETFs’ expense ratio219
is lower than the cheapest index fund. For example, comparing the Vanguard 500 Index Fund, often cited as220
one of the lowest of the low-cost index funds, and the SPDR 500 ETF. The Vanguard fund’s expense ratio of 21221
basis points is significantly lower than the 100+ basis points often charged by actively managed mutual funds.222
But when compared to the SPDR’s 9.5-basis-point expense ratio, the Vanguard fund’s expense ratio looks quite223
high. In fact the SPDR is 45% lower, which is tough to argue with (McWhinney, 2013).224

14 b) Brokerage Commissions225

Because ETFs are exchange-traded, investors must buy and sell ETFs through a broker, who is typically226
compensated for this service. Some brokers charge a flat fee for each transaction, while others may assess a227
fee based on the total assets in the investor’s account(ICI, 2012).228

15 c) Bid/Ask Spread229

When buying or selling ETF shares on the secondary market, there is typically a difference between the highest230
price a buyer is willing to pay for an ETF share (the ”bid”), and the lowest price a seller will accept to sell an231
ETF share (the ”ask”). As a result, an investor will typically buy ETF shares for slightly over ”market” price232
and sell for slightly less. Bid/ask spreads are typically lower for larger ETFs and those that are heavily traded233
and/or highly liquid(ICI, 2012).234

16 d) Loss for Premium/Discount Volatility235

ETF shares are designed to trade on the secondary market at a price that approximates the market value of236
their underlying assets but at times their market price may be higher (a ”premium” to) or lower (a ”discount”237
to) than the estimated market value of their underlying assets. Premiums and discounts are not direct costs to238
an investor, but changes in premiums and discounts (i.e., volatility) may affect the value of the investor’s ETF239
shares-for example, if an investor buys shares at a premium and sells at a discount, he or she incurs a loss.240

17 VII. Buying and Selling of ETFS by an Investor241

Investors buy and sell ETFs on the secondary market at a market-determined price. This means that they enter242
their trades through a brokerage account, and typically pay a brokerage commission. The whole process is just243
like trading a stock.244

When placing a trade order through a brokerage account, there are two basic options: market orders and245
limit orders. The selection will impact how (and possibly whether) an investor’s order is executed. The way any246
investors place those two types of orders for any common stock or closed end mutual fund, same way will also247
be used here.248

18 VIII.249

19 Evaluating an ETF before Investment250

There are certain factors that should be considered by the investors before investing in any kind of ETF.251
Investment Company Institute (2012) has identified six such factors. These factors differs with the nature of252
the ETFs in any stock exchange and the economic environment of the stock market.253

20 a) Performance254

While past performance is not an indication of how an ETF may perform in the future, an investor may wish255
to evaluate an ETF’s performance against its stated objective or benchmark. For an index-based ETF, this is256
measured by the ETF’s tracking difference. When evaluating an actively managed ETF, an investor might look257
at how the ETF has performed compared to its stated benchmark. An investor in an actively managed fund258
might also wish to consider whether the ETF’s portfolio managers have changed, i.e., whether the ETF’s past259
performance is attributable to the current managers.260

21 b) Tracking Difference261

Tracking difference is the extent to which the ETF’s return deviates from the return of its benchmark index.262
Tracking difference can be influenced by a number of factors, such as how an ETF seeks to track the index (i.e.,263
whether it invests in every security in the index or in a representative sample of securities in the index), the264
ETF’s operating expenses, and how the manager handles index rebalancing and corporate actions. Tracking265
difference is sometimes called ”tracking error,” but tracking error more precisely refers to the standard deviation266
of the differences between the performance of the fund and its benchmark.267
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27 H) RULES CONCERNING ETFS

22 Global Journal of Management and Business Research268

Volume XV Issue XI Version I Year ( )C c) Cost269
There are a number of costs associated with investing in an ETF, including fees charged by the ETF sponsor,270

brokerage commissions, and/or account fees associated with receiving financial advice (e.g., wrap fees). An271
investor may also wish to consider indirect costs, including those stemming from the bid/ask spread and any272
premium/discount volatility.273

23 d) Premiums/Discounts274

Although ETF shares are designed to trade on the secondary market at a price that approximates the market275
value of their underlying assets, at times their market price may be higher (a ”premium” to) or lower (a ”discount”276
to) than the estimated market value of their underlying assets.277

24 e) Liquidity278

Liquidity refers to how easily shares can be bought or sold without moving the market for those shares. Securities279
with high trading volumes are generally considered more liquid. ETF liquidity should be considered with respect280
to both the ETF shares and the underlying securities the ETF holds. Highly liquid ETFs and ETFs that have281
highly liquid underlying securities (even if the ETF shares do not have high trading volumes) typically have282
narrower bid/ask spreads than ETFs that trade less or hold less liquid securities.283

25 f) Bid/Ask Spread284

When buying or selling ETF shares on the secondary market, there is typically a difference between the highest285
price a buyer is willing to pay for an ETF share (the ”bid”), and the lowest price a seller will accept to sell an286
ETF share (the ”ask”). As a result, an investor will typically buy ETF shares for slightly over ”market” price287
and sell for lightly less. Bid/ask spreads are typically lower for larger ETFs and those that are highly liquid.288
Investors should consider the bid/ask spread of shares of ETFs in which they consider to invest their hard earned289
money.290

These factors may not be equally applicable to all types of investors in any market. The impact of each of291
these factors will vary with the investor type. However, these factors cover all the aspects that an investor should292
consider before building a portfolio of ETFs.293

The analysis and background given above cover almost all the basic aspects of ETF. Now the main purpose294
of this article which is implied by the title ”Bangladesh is Going to Catch the SPIDER”, should be served. After295
almost 58 years of the inception of formal transactions on the stock exchanges and 21 years of the inception of the296
SPIDER, Bangladesh is going to introduce ETF in Dhaka Stock Exchange, one her two stock exchanges(Dhaka297
Stock Exchange, 2011). On September 21, 2014, the authority of DSE has asked for the permission to issue298
Bangladesh Stock Exchange Commission (BSEC)(New Age, 2014; Mufazzal, 2014). Dhaka Stock Exchange299
Managing director has told that Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission should allow the bourse to300
launch two index-based exchange traded funds [ETF](New Age, 2014). Proposal has already been submitted to301
BSEC for the approval. Finally in Bangladesh SPIDER is going to be traded.302

26 g) ETFs to be Introduced in Bangladesh303

Nothing detail has been published for the people regarding this instrument as it has not been formally introduced304
here. What information has been stated here is collected mostly from Newspapers.305

As per the MD of DSE Mr. Swapan Kumar Bala, two ETFs will be introduced on the bourse. That two306
ETFs will be formed based on DS30, the blue-chip index of the DSE, and DSES, the Shariah index of the bourse.307
To quote his saying ”The DSE has made the proposal of launching ETFs in a bid to diversify its business as308
part of its business plan which was earlier approved by the commission with its demutualization scheme”(New309
Age, 2014). Now if the regulator allows, these two ETFs will be introduced soon with the introduction of its310
new trading system. The launching of this new investment instrument is now the priority issue for the bourse.311
The authority of DSE has already discussed with several Asset Management Companies to launch the product.312
As per the opinion of a senior official of DSE, the role of DSE will be to design the model of the ETFs and313
provide necessary information of a selective index to the asset management company who will operate the fund.314
The Asset Management Companies (AMC) will invest into the companies under the indices as per the provided315
guidelines of DSE or the ratios. This will ensure the same return that any investment would get if the investment316
is diversified among the shares of the companies underlying the indices. DSE will not make any investment in317
this fund.318

27 h) Rules Concerning ETFs319

As per the authority of DSE, the ETFs will be introduced here as an open-end Collective Investment Scheme320
(CIS) that continuously issues and redeems its shares of stock in creation of unit in exchange for basket and321
representing an index (Business News, 2014; Mufazzal, 2014). As this will be introduced as Collective Investment322
Scheme (CIS), the rules and regulation concerning CIS will be applied here. The rules and regulations of CIS323
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covers only the property related investment, therefore, a fine tuning will be needed here. According to the opinion324
of DSE MD ”The regulations of existing CIS covers only the property related investments. We will be able to325
issue the ETF by bringing amendment to the regulation of CIS” (Mufazzal, 2014). He has also told that an326
AMC will issue the ETFs and the investors will be allowed to purchase the shares of this fund on the basis of327
availability. Regarding the formulation of new rules and regulation he told that the328

28 Global Journal of Management and Business Research329

Volume XV Issue XI Version I Year 2015 ( ) C regulations will be formulated considering the matter of risk330
minimization. This fund will be listed in the stock exchange though it has the characteristics of an openended331
mutual fund. Therefore, the regulation will also include the provisions by which ETF will be listed on the bourse.332

29 IX. ETFS in Bangladesh: an Evaluation333

Recently just a couple of years earlier, Bangladesh has gone through its one of the worst stock market crises334
ever. This crisis has been preceded by the world’s one of the largest financial crises. Many research and analyses335
have been made on this crisis and the reasons behind this catastrophe have been identified. If we look at the336
factors that have triggered the crisis, we will see the following factors which were identified in a working paper337
of Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD)(Moazzem& Rahman, 2012): The authors of that working paper has shown338
those factors as the toxic elements of Stock Market. Still Bangladesh is trying its best to recover herself from339
this crisis. The DSE and BSEC have gone through many reformations and the monitoring of these regulatory340
authorities has been increased and the regulators are trying to remove those toxic elements from the market. In341
the last two years they have been successful in their efforts as we have seen 30% increase in the DSE30 index342
of DSE. But there still remains some of the toxic elements in our stock market. For example, recently we have343
seen the second largest Asset Management Company of Bangladesh, LR Global Bangladesh Asset Management344
Company Limited making forgery with fund of the Mutual Funds it operates (Mohajon, 2014). It broke the345
fundamental law (Mutual Fund Regulations, 2001, Sec-27) on which it is based which states that AMCs cannot346
be the entrepreneur or trustee of any mutual fund, even cannot be related with the governing body of any347
company. In this forgery, they have broken this rule and invested the hard-earned money of the investors in348
a crappy private company which is alleged to be the company of the MD of that AMC. Even after that this349
company is running (Mohajon, 2014). In Bangladesh most of the Mutual Funds are Closed-end Mutual Funds350
even here Mutual Fund means the closed 1. Lack of transparency& knowledge: The AMCs of closed end mutual351
funds are not required to express the portfolio of the assets in which they are investing the investment of risk352
averse investors. A stock market researcher, Md. Itrat Hossain says, though in the developed countries the asset353
managers publish their portfolio quarterly, the biggest and largest companies here in Bangladesh do not publish354
their portfolios in years. As the share market of Bangladesh is like what the evidence stated above proves, the355
AMC has little accountability of the usage of the fund they have of the investors. 2. Management Fees: In closed356
end mutual funds, AMC charge the investors for utilizing their specialized knowledge in the market from the357
investors. Asset Managers like LR Global will invest in the crap companies in one hand and on the other hand358
they will also charge the investors for investing there. As the structure of our markets are weak asset managers359
can do that and exploit the hard earnings of the investors.360

Here we see the weaknesses of stock exchanges and the operational lacking of the mutual fund in Bangladesh.361
In this background ETFs are being introduced in this stock market. Let’s have a look at this funds advantages362
from the perspective of Bangladesh.363

30 a) Transparency364

This is the most transparent investment instrument as the investors will always know how its performance will365
be by tracking the benchmarks or the assets underlying it. Therefore, the AMCs will not have any such power366
to gamble with the money of the investors. For Bangladesh, where the AMCs can do anything with the money367
they have of the investors (As the evidence suggests-Mohajon, 2014), this transparency will boost the confidence368
of the investors on the stock market.369

31 b) Low cost370

This fund as described in the earlier part of this article is the cheapest of all the funds. Here the AMCs do371
not possess any specialized knowledge that he can use and charge the innocent investors as the investment will372
be made as per the instructions or ratios provided by the DSE. The shares of this fund will be traded like the373
common stock. Therefore, the investors will have to pay the same costs for ETFs as they pay for the common374
stocks.375

32 c) Diversification376

As per Md. Itrat Hossain, most of the investors here in Bangladesh are small investors and possess very little377
knowledge about the market and have a very low amount of money to invest in all the shares of DSE30 to have378
the broad diversification in the investment. With the investment in ETFs those small individual investors will379
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be able to have the broadest diversification they can ever have in the stock market. Their investment will be380
almost unsystematic risk free. The systematic risk will the same as the market indices. They will also be able to381
invest in those shares which usually remains out of their reach. This will be a great boost in the confidence of382
the investors.383

33 d) Trading like Common Stock384

According to the opinion of that researcher, the normal investors of Bangladesh are simple and they do not want385
to enter in any kind of complexity. Therefore, for the common investors, this fund will be very easy to understand386
as this fund is traded like the common stocks. Here the investors will be able to use this share for their short387
term, medium term and long term investment. Therefore, this fund will be warmly welcome by the common388
investors of Bangladesh.389

34 e) No Agency Conflict390

The asset managers sometimes gamble with the money of the investors thinking that they are doing all the391
research and the investors are taking only the profit earned by us. Here in case of ETFs it is not possible because392
here there is a passive management from the investors to the fund. Here the asset managers or the authorized393
participants will not have to work very hard or continuously to be in track with the benchmarks it follows as the394
investment is made specifically in the design designed by DSE itself to track the underlying benchmark or asset395
class. This reduces the possibility of managerial cost of Agency for the investors.396

Therefore, from the above evaluation, evidence and opinions presented we can say that the introduction of397
ETF in DSE will bring a new dimension in the history of Stock Market of Bangladesh.398

35 f) Opinions of International Experts399

Regarding the introduction of ETFs here in Bangladesh, DB X-Trackers said that Bangladesh is one of the400
emerging frontier markets in the world with some exciting propositions where ETF will have an excellent future401
(Smith, 2012). Eagle Financial Publications, (2014) has also considered Bangladesh one of the 10 most emerging402
financial markets in the world and predicted a great future of ETF shares here. ETFs are very much successful403
in the other developing and our neighboring countries such as India, Singapore, Thailand and Philippines (Patil,404
2013).405

36 X.406

37 Conclusion407

SPIDERs are in process to roam the stock market of Bangladesh. In a very short time this investment instrument408
has been able to be in a competition with the mutual funds, it’s very old cousin. Now Bangladesh faces some409
serious problems regarding the regulatory bodies of stock exchanges and their structures. There is little the410
government can do in this sector without strengthening the structure of this sector. Here, the introduction of411
ETFs with its transparency, low costs and flexibility what will bring, this is question now among the researchers412
and investors. Nothing certain can be expressed before its formal introduction. But as the evidence states and413
ETFs’ past in the other countries, this investment instrument will bring confidence among the general investors.414
The transparency that ETFs provide is the rarest thing that the investors of Bangladesh normally experience.415
This may open a new dimension for the investors here and they may become a fan of the transparency and416
become very aware of their investment. All of these now we can anticipate but we cannot tell for sure what will417
really happen. Therefore, let’s whether the SPIDER be able to form the net of confidence among the investors418
of Bangladesh. 1 2 3419

1© 2015 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1
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